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Foreword
PCM has unique capabilities and owns the world’s premier IMAS-compliant EOD & ERW training
establishment, based in Peja, western Kosovo. This unique establishment has been designed and
developed to enable both regular, scheduled as well as tailored bespoke courses to run concurrently
throughout the year, meeting clients’ exacting requirements for IMAS compliant custom training
design and training delivery at the highest level. PCM are delighted to respond to inquiries related to
training and capacity building support to clients who deploy staff on projects in hazardous theatres
globally. We understand that each request is different in terms of what is required, and the scope of
services required. We train both individuals and entire organisations to meet the technical
requirements and operational standards required in present theatres globally, and the breadth of both
our permanent and our contract training cadre is second to none. Within this document we hope to
portray and outline our capacity & capability.

PCM’s Capabilities with Regards to IMAS Compliant EOD Level Training
PCM owns the MAT Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment, which specialises in IMAS compliant
EOD, HIEDC, HIEDD, Demining, AM/PSSM and ERW Risk Management training courses. Our clients
include many National Mine Action Authorities’ (NMAA), International Police Forces, military
personnel, INGO's and commercial companies operating in Mine Action and Commercial EOD. PCM
also supplies mobile training cadres in locations worldwide, operating to the same standards and with
the same intellectual depth as the permanent establishment in Kosovo.
We certify successful students/graduates as IMAS compliant EOD or Speciality course at the applicable
levels, and to provide quality-assurance of our courses and certificates, we also provide externally
validated certification by the ‘Open College Network’ (OCN), ensuring continual Quality Control (QC)
and Quality Management (QM) of all courses delivered. We also issue certifiable and referenceable
certification cards, Log Books and Operators Note Books, all of which have a unique number
identifying an individual and verifying the authenticity of their qualifications.

IMAS Compliant Training – Past Performance
Our Past Performance in IMAS Compliant Training Course delivery is extensive. We deliver training
courses throughout the year and our ‘core’ scheduled courses are set in stone on our website. Current
advertised scheduled courses run through until December 2020. This schedule developed over the
past few years on what clients need in terms of specialist training courses and on our experience with
seasonality of demand, driven by seasonality and stand-down periods for clients and their projects.
Additionally, and increasingly, we meet requests from clients for bespoke courses exclusively for their
staff or for specific project needs, and our ability to deliver core courses and bespoke courses
concurrently is essential to meet the training demand we encounter from clients.

Courses by Type, Breadth of Courses Available
We consider ourselves the world’s premier IMAS-compliant EOD training establishment. It important
to underline the breadth of courses we offer year-round at the MAT Kosovo Training Centre (“MK
TC”), as this affirms our capability and ability to add value to further enrich and tailor any specific
training we are requested to conduct at our establishment. We believe the learning environment we
provide ensures that courses benefit from being part of a large and diversified portfolio of other
technical courses, which means our resident staff can quickly adapt any course to give it additional
specific technical focus as the need arises during training.

Our capability is to run two or even three courses concurrently at the MK TC, not counting any cadre
deployment on location. Each course can be up to 16 students, and all of the Kosovo-based courses
are all inclusive residential programmes, giving priority to the training and showing value for money.
Our annual 2019 & 2020 course schedule can be found on our website page: https://www.pcmerw.com/technical-training/course-dates-pre-registration/

Course Delivery Languages
The MAT Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment is an international school and is able to run
courses in several languages. We deliver our Courses in:
English,
Arabic,
Spanish,
Albanian,
Serbo-Croat
With others possible on request and with suitable planning and preparation time

Course Duration, Arrival & Departure and Number of Participants
The duration of each course is dependent on the type of IMAS-compliant core course or bespoke training
course. Training typically includes: Training delivered from Monday to Friday or Sunday to Thursday and
these courses include theory, practical training, and an evaluation of the participants’ performance
throughout the training by active, ongoing assessments and examinations.
Students usually arrive on a Saturday or Sunday prior to the training and depart on the Saturday following
training completion. Fees include transport to meet students at the airport on arrival and delivery to the
airport on departure, as well as full life support (accommodation, meals, health care, insurance).

Standards, Certifications & Accreditation
Quality Management
PCM is a training organisation at heart, and the most important aspect of a training organisation is –
in our view – the ability of the organisation itself to learn, improve, and stay current. We take the
ongoing development and evolution of our course structure and course content, our operational
processes, and our staff development very seriously. PCM implements an Internal Quality
Management System (QMS) approach to all aspects of training we deliver. MAT Kosovo’s EOD & ERW
Training Establishment is ISO 9001:2015 (QMS) certified. Records verifying compliance with the QMS
are maintained by PCM are made available on request by clients.
PCM understands when clients wish to conduct External Quality Assurance visits on all aspects the
training course.

Standards & Reporting
PCM training structure and content always adhere to the most recent version of International Mine
Action Standards (IMAS) & International Ammunition Technical Guidelines (IATG’s).
PCM understands that clients may request that the we modify the specific course curriculum in order
to be in accordance with changes in the above-noted standards, or in accordance with any standards
developed by NMAA’s or by other international recognized authorities.

Reporting Requirements
PCM Understands that we must adhere and conform to the reporting requirements of our clients, this
is typically as follows;
Name of Report
Course report
Individual training report

Contents of Report
PCM will submit a substantive course report to the client by email
PCM will submit a copy of all individual training records to the
participants at the end of the training cycle

Administration & Logistics
The following clearly outlines the division of responsibilities typically encountered when planning,
preparing, delivering and concluding training courses. PCM is fully conversant with and will comply
strictly to these responsibilities and support the client where required.
Activity

PCM/ MK

Development of Training package
Training Management Plan (TMP) approval
Participants to attend Training Courses
Securing Visas for all participants (client to send documentation)
External Training Facility
Internal Quality Management
External Quality Management
Provision of all equipment to carry out to meet contract
obligations
Provision of office and classroom facilities
Accommodation for trainees
Management of training equipment
Repair and maintenance of training equipment
Provision of explosives for training
Provision of PPE for training
Provision of food and accommodation for trainees
Medical care for trainees if necessary (costs to be borne by client)
Third-party liability insurance
In-country transport of trainees and equipment

X
X
X
X
X

Client
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Further to the above, the MAT Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment understands we must
comply and provide the following services to all those attending our training courses;
Provide suitable training area for both theory and practical training on location
That we are responsible to organise airport pick up/drop off, transport, accommodation
and for catering the trainees during the training. We undertake to provide all-inclusive
serves from airport pick up to airport drop off, when required.
Full administrative support to those attending, including making the necessary visa
arrangements. We must have full attendees’ documentation at least 30-days prior to
arrival so that in-time processing of visas can be assured.

ISO Certification
PCM has up-to-date ISO Certification and maintains ISO standards all year round every year, with
regular internal and external audits. PCM are in possession of the following ISO Certifications;
ISO 9001:2015 (QM)
ISO 14001:2015 (Environmental)
ISO 18001:2007 OHSAS (Health & Safety)

PCM/ MK Certification
PCM provides certification of IMAS-compliant training to each graduate who successfully meets the
standards upon completion of the cours. This certification is recognised globally. Additionally, those
who graduate from the IMAS Compliant courses will receive certificates and qualification Badges.

Open College Network (OCN)
OCN are an accrediting certification award body, which is independent and which audits courses we
deliver. Through this external accreditation OCN awards the OCN-certificates to those who graduate
from our courses.

Organisational Capability – Up to Date on Evolving Threat
PCM’s & MK’s Organisational capability is substantial and is designed to provide for the delivery of
specialist IMAS compliant training courses ‘year-round’. Our capability as an organisation and in the
training speciality area has seen in the last 24-months our Deployable Cadre delivering training courses
for clients in Syria and Iraq, in areas such as Al Raqqa and Mosul respectively – so our courses we
consider are up to date in terms of evolving threats, procedures and equipment. The organisational
capability of PCM and the MAT Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment can be summarised as
follows;

Deployable cadre (L) trained over 250 UXO Searchers to TL/CIED in Syria (Manbij, Tabqa, Al Raqqa) and currently (R) on
the 3rd iteration of training in Iraq (Mosul) for a separate client. This training is up to date on threat – all information on
threat patterns and emerging patterns are used to update all our training courses.

Scheduling and Budgeting of Courses
PCM understands that our clients are restricted as to when it suits them best to use the services of
the EOD & ERW Training Establishment, not least because this is often driven by donor stipulated
objectives and timelines. We always try and be flexible and enable the client to meet their
expectations on reasonable notice.
PCM also understands the client has a finite budget for training courses, but by offering an all-inclusive
package, but based as we are in Western Kosovo, we do enjoy a location advantage in some respects
which helps us to be competitive and meet most clients’ budget constraints.

PCM/ MK’s Training Establishment, Training Areas and Inventory
PCM’s wholly owned subsidiary MAT Kosovo’s EOD & ERW Training Establishment is well established
and has a reputation for the very best IMAS Compliant EOD, ERW, De-mining, AM/ PSSM and IED
training.

Training Establishment
The MAT Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment, through the work of the Mines Awareness Trust,
has benefited from being an integral part of the Kosovo Mine Action Programme since 1999. MAT
Kosovo has been involved in NTS, TS, National Capacity Training and Clearance Operations in many
areas of Kosovo in the past 20 years, including dealing with ADWs, cluster munitions, minefields, ERW
and EOD tasks of many kinds. Students therefore benefit from being involved in what many consider
a ‘live country training programme’ - as the areas used for the practical aspects of training are often
former CHAs, therefore allowing a realistic and engaging ‘re-enactment’ of actual threats. Those who
join us for the ETM training will see first-hand the work that is undertaken to mitigate casualties and
to facilitate full land release.

NPA Kosovo’s IMAS EOD Level 2 and Team Leaders Course, January 2019,
which comprised a mixed Kosovo Albanian & Kosovo Serbian contingent.

Our facilities and infrastructure are geared towards an enjoyable training experience. The town of Peja
has much to offer with restaurants, a brewery, places of interest and places of worship for all faiths.
The countryside is breathtakingly beautiful and there is abundant wildlife in the surrounding
mountains.

The town of Peja sits at the base of the imposing ‘accursed’ mountains.

An image of the MAT Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment on the following page clearly shows
the area of the facility and the many capabilities of the site from accommodation, covered training
areas, mock training areas, training wing, kennels, storage facilities, burn pit, test lanes , demining and
BAC areas, an armoured vehicle, and many other aspects are hidden from view such as technical
training suits, FFE library and many other site assets.
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The Main MAT Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment site is on the east side of Peja Town.
The Establishments area is 125m E-W & 100m N-S = 13,000m2. The layout of the site has been carefully thought out maximising every m2.
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K9 EDD on site, Full independent power supply, onsite Doctor and medical facilities.

We have numerous purpose-built classrooms, two of which are large enough for 18 students. Our
training suites are many and the site of the Training Establishment itself is large enough for covered
training areas, urban areas for training in many differing scenarios and there is an abundance of
external training areas at our disposal, which are second to none.

Recent additions to the MK TC Establishment include new purpose-built classrooms.

The Training Wing area has teaching areas and offices enough for multiple courses at the same time.

Exceptional ‘as real’ training equipment such as onsite AFV aids for realistic training.
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Free from Explosive (FFE) Items
Our Free from Explosive (FFE) items inventory is extensive and unparalleled in the civilian training
sector, and has recently been augmented with additional large Guided Weapons and Air Dropped
Weapons samples.

Missiles, Rockets & ADW of many different types enhance our FFE library and benefit
our Intermediate & Advanced courses.

FFE Areas set out for students to have access to round the clock, in any weather!
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The basement of the facility is given over to extensive FFE items and internal training suits for C-IED training.

Training Technical Equipment
Our Training establishment is equipped with a myriad of different equipment natures from search
equipment to other specialised equipment essential to those in training and in common use in
operations globally. These can, as always, be best summarised with the equipment in use in our
course photographs;
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Training Suites & Training Centre Internal Areas
Within our 13,000m2 Training Establishment area we have utilised all space sensibly, so that
theoretical classroom-based activities can easily and swiftly move to practical demonstration and
exercises. This is an important factor as we pride ourselves on the practical aspects of our training
courses.

Our Training Suites and advanced equipment are second to none and our electronic search
equipment is representative of many reputable manufacturers.

Our onsite areas representing rural training environments are extensive.
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Internal training facilities such as the ‘trench’ are designed to represent abandoned positions
and are used for a myriad of training scenarios.

Our Training Centre is situated in Peja, Western Kosovo, at the foot of the beautiful and imposing
‘Accursed’ mountains and the National Park, altitude: 550m, latitude: 42.66269, longitude:
20.3120111.

Training Areas – External to the MK TC Establishment
We have numerous training areas external to the Training Establishment itself. These training areas
provide both rural and urban environments and are used for all courses. Many of these sites were in
the past destroyed by conflict and so provide the perfect platform for scenarios related to ERW
contamination.

‘Sugar Factory’ Site – Designated Urban training site.
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‘VJ Barracks’ Site – Designated rural training site.

We have wet weather Training facilities to overcome inclement weather conditions.

Live Demolitions Ranges
We (PCM & MK) have a choice of two ranges in which to guide students through the demolitions of
live ordnance natures using ‘high order’ or ‘low order’ techniques during training. MAT Kosovo is fully
licensed to import, hold, transport and use explosives and their accessories.
Ponochec Range
The ‘Ponochec Range’ is a short drive from our Training Establishment in Peja. The range is exclusive
to MAT Kosovo as our local dedicated demolitions range. Typically, this range is utilised for IMAS EOD
L1/2, L3 and HIEDC courses, where we can conduct live demolitions on a wide range of ordnance
natures and IED mock-up targets. Basic demolitions drills are taught from confidence charges through
to IED disruptor techniques giving students the confidence and capability required for field operations.

Ponoshec Range Western Kosovo.

Poliex Range
MAT Kosovo has exclusive use of fully licenced explosives demolitions range close to our
establishment in Peja, located across the border in Montenegro. This facility is available to MAT
Kosovo as a dedicated demolitions facility, where IMAS EOD level 3 and 3+ students can conduct ‘live’
demolitions training on a wide range of UXO targets from grenades to 250 Kg bombs.
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Poliex Range Polygon, Montenegro.

The Poliex range is available all year round not only for training but also for conducting research and
development (R&D) and Trials and Evaluation (T&E) of demolitions equipment and disposal
techniques. In addition, Poliex is used for the delivery of our Physical Security and Stockpile
Management (PSSM) courses where the Ammunition Storage Areas (ASA) within the facility are
utilised to best effect for the enhancement and realistic training of attending students; this truly is an
exceptional facility

Exclusive to the MAT Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment.

Live Targets include LSA & ADW.

Techniques on similar ‘live’ LSA items enables students to better understand
and achieve the desired result.
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A variety of systems employed from manufactured to improvised techniques.

The variety of ‘live’ targets we have at our disposal is second to none.

Older targets are also used to represent breadth and realistic tasks.

Low Order Techniques proved on live fused targets, time and again.

Additional Facilities On Site
Medical Facilities on Site at the MK TC
The MK TC has a resident doctor, who has a fully equipped medical room to deal with day-to-day ailments
of students and staff. Furthermore, the doctor is on site for exercises outside of the MK TC area and for
range-days, when he is on station throughout. There is a fully equipped 4 x 4 ambulance with full trauma
pack. In fact, the MK TC doctor is also an IMAS Level 3 certified EOD operator, and a trainer for first aid
and casualty evacuation.

Medical cover and care remain a very important aspect of our capability.
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Research & Development – Test & Evaluation
In response to demand, PCM & MAT Kosovo’s EOD & ERW Training Establishment now advises,
facilitates and supports several innovative research and development (R&D) and test and evaluation
(T&E) projects, both for research institutions, commercial clearance operations, and manufacturers or
EOD equipment and protective equipment.
PCM & MAT Kosovo provide a ‘natural fit’ for researchers and equipment developers who need enduser inputs and a place to develop or test their products and ideas. As a fully equipped IMAS EOD
Training Establishment, we can offer research assistance, manufacturing facilities, test protocol
planning and independent test oversight. We have a wide range of test areas including varied terrain
challenges and can offer controlled explosive testing not easily available elsewhere.
Our subject matter specialists can provide guidance helping to optimise the value of your work. PCM
already has a mature relationship with several equipment manufacturers and can support innovators
of any new or improved tools and technologies for use in HMA under strict client confidentiality. We
are increasingly supporting research into improvements as well as alternatives to traditional means of
ordnance disposal, particularly by low-order and mechanical techniques. The benefits of involving us
in your R&D and/or T&E include:
A purpose-built workshop which can be used to assemble, configure, manufacture or repair
your equipment.
Access to well established test areas within our facility and many external test areas providing
a wide range of terrain and vegetation challenges.
A choice between two explosive demolition ranges with full professional management of
controlled explosive testing.
We can provide live and fused munitions to use as targets when required.
You will have access to subject-matter experts able to advise and evaluate, who can also
provide independent test protocols and oversight as required.
We have the in-house skills and equipment to record your work via movies taken on the
ground or from the air.

We have assisted clients in developing innovative weapons and tools from inception, through manufacture to use in
operations globally.
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MAT Kosovo Establishment Facilities & Life Support
As mentioned above, the MAT Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment is a fully residential training
facility which can run several courses concurrently. There is accommodation for 25-30 students on
site, including full life support, security, food, accommodation, medical and transport, and spill-over
accommodation in the immediate vicinity. There is full in-house training infrastructure, including
recreational facilities, within the establishment.

The ‘Village’ is an onsite accommodation unit for 12 people accommodated in 2-person rooms, it has 2 x ablutions units
a recreational room, full Wi-Fi and split heating in each of the 6 cabins.

The Establishment Main Building has 5 double bedrooms and 3 single bedrooms.

Independent Central Heating of the whole facility & an Independent automatic power supply if there are power outages.

Dining facilities suitable for 25 students and 20 staff daily. Designated smoking and coffee making areas.
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PCM Deployment Cadre
PCM’s deployable cadre is well experienced and benefits from the core training staff’s experience and higher-level qualifications. By being deployed and
conducting training in the harshest and most current hostile environments the latest evolving threat scenarios are then relayed back to be included in our
core courses and client bespoke courses. The cadre is multi lingual and can be viewed in the following chart:
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Sustainability
The MAT Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment fully understands and embraces sustainable and
resource efficient systems, which assist and better prepare the management of our training courses and
their support services. These systems are aligned to and compliant to ISO standards (ISO 9001:2015),
which are also (through ISO 14001:2015) beneficial for the environment. We take great effort, time and
expense with staff training and awareness training to ensure we are adhering to international standards,
whereby we incorporate a sustainability policy, and we apply an Environmental Management System to
the company’s operations.
Within this document we outline how through our structure and compliance and the nature of our
business we adhere to social, economic and environmental sustainability. We continually source our
goods and services from responsible suppliers, who exhibit sustainable production methods and
processes. We conduct background checks of potential suppliers for their record of social and
environmental responsibility.

Staffing
PCM and MAT Kosovo’s Team is substantial, from the training team delivering the training product to
the training support staff, a full administration team, catering team, hygiene team (washing and
cleaners) and a permanent 24-7-365 Guard Force.

The MAT Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment Team, less Guard Force.

Training Team
We have full time experienced and certified IMAS Compliant Training Team staff based at the MAT
Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment in Peja, Kosovo. This includes the training team support
personnel who ensure that each days, week and months training plans are met in terms of resources
required, scenarios set, students being transported, and training items and tools being on location in
synch with the practical sessions of the courses at all times. Our Training Team Staff’s resumes and
certifications can be supplied on request.
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PCM Group Level Functions
PCM Group Level functions are well established and enable the oversight of all PCM Group activities, ensuring our activities are well planned out, compliance
across the company is in place and the management of finances and assets and personnel is continuous. Group level functions can be viewed in the following
chart:
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MK Training Establishment Administration & Facilities
The MAT Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment facility provides day to day capacity for the running of the facility and the care of the staff and students.
All aspects of the facility’s capability is managed by this highly competent team, improvements are continuous and we see the facility at the end of 2018 as
being fit for purpose throughout 2019 and into 2020. Many improvements have been made to the facility in the last 12-months.
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MAT Kosovo Training Team
The MAT Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment Training Team is exceptional. We have experienced Instructors with many years’ service in Militaries
and since in the HMA industry. We have a core group of full time Instructors, some part time Instructors and the deployable cadre staff rotating through the
school when not on mission. This ensures that Instructor to student ratios are at an appropriate level for each course delivered.
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Social Media Presence
Website
Our company & group website is extensive and current, and includes sections describing our courses,
each on their own page, with short films, syllabus and downloadable fact sheet. Our website address
is https://www.pcm-erw.com/

Facebook
Facebook is important medium for us for day to day interaction with clients, prospective clients, and
individual students. Our Facebook page is at https://www.facebook.com/MAT-Kosovo-EOD-ERWTraining-Establishment-165085667159909/

Linkedin
Linkedin pages include PCM and the PCM and MAT Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment MD,
Ben Remfrey, these are; https://www.linkedin.com/company/praedium-consulting-malta-ltd/ &
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ben-remfrey-mbe-mi-exp-e-62896441/

Instagram
We also make good use of Instagram in order to be as accessible to our clients as possible. You can
check us out on Instagram at https://www.instagram.com/matkosovo_eod_erw_training/

Contact Details
Mr Ben Remfrey MBE, MI Exp. E, IMCSE - Managing Director PCM & MK’s EOD & ERW
Establishment
Ben Remfrey is the Managing Director of Praedium Consulting Malta (PCM) Ltd and MAT Kosovo’s
EOD & ERW Training Establishment. Ben has been in the EOD & Mine Action Industry for 25+ years.
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Annex A. Summary of our Current Courses
Below is a summary of our IMAS Compliant Courses by type, after each summary is a link to our
website where each course has a (1) short film, (2) syllabus and (3) downloadable course Fact Sheet.

Field Operator/IMAS Level 1 & 2 EOD Course (FO2)
The Field Operator/IMAS Level 1 & 2 EOD Course (FO2) provides the required knowledge, skills &
attitude necessary to perform the duties & tasks of a field operator, so that they can plan & manage
Humanitarian Mine Action (HMA) field operations in accordance with International Mine Action
Standards (IMAS) and the recognised National Mine Authority (NMA).
Level of competency training meets IMAS (http://www.mineactionstandards.org/) Level 2 Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD) criteria. There are no pre-requisites for attendance on this course. Website
page: https://www.pcm-erw.com/technical-training/fo-imas-level-1-2-eod-course-fo2/

IMAS EOD L3 Course
The training goal of the IMAS Level 3 EOD course is to provide students with the required knowledge
and skills necessary to perform the duties & tasks during EOD Operations of a qualified IMAS Level 3
EOD Operator, in accordance with International Mine Action Standards (IMAS). Levels of competency
training meet IMAS 09.30, Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Level 3 criteria. Students will have the
opportunity to gain an IMAS level 3 EOD qualification, depending on the level of competency displayed
by the student during assessments and testing. Website page: https://www.pcm-erw.com/technicaltraining/imas-level-3-explosive-ordnance-disposal-eod/

IMAS Level 3+ Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
The aim of the course is to instruct students, who are already Level 3 (IMAS) certified, to the required
levels of knowledge, skills and attitude necessary to perform the duties & tasks (during EOD
Operations) of a qualified IMAS Level 3+ EOD Operator in humanitarian mine action. The levels of
competency training will meet IMAS 09.30; Explosive Ordnance Disposal Level 3+ Criteria. Students
will have the opportunity to gain an IMAS Level 3+ qualification, depending on the level of competency
displayed by the student during assessment and training. The course will focus on management and
planning of demining operations, demolitions and explosive storage.
In addition, the disposal of depleted Uranium, air dropped and guided weapon fusing and disposal
techniques will be taught. Students will be required to produce technical reports as part of any
practical or theoretical training. The level of competency training exceeds IMAS Level 3+ Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD) qualification; applicants must be in procession of an IMAS EOD Level 3
Certificate or equivalent to attend this course. Website page: https://www.pcm-erw.com/technicaltraining/imas-level-4-explosive-ordnance-disposal-eod/
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IMAS Conversion Course (IMAS-CC) – Humanitarian Mine Action
(HMA)
MAT Kosovo EOD & ERW Training Establishment have developed what we term the IMAS Conversion
Course (IMAS-CC), which is conducted over an intensive 7-day period, in recognition of the need to
assist those working in the HMA & Commercial Mine Action and EOD industry, and those leaving
Military EOD units to either formalise or convert their prior experience or qualifications into an IMAS
complaint certification. This would be IMAS EOD Level 3 at a minimum. Website page:
https://www.pcm-erw.com/technical-training/imas-conversion-course-imas-cc-humanitarian-mineaction-hma/

Humanitarian IED Clearance Course (HIEDC)
To instruct students in the required knowledge, skills & attitude necessary to perform the duties &
tasks of a Search & C-IED Team Member and Operator, so that you can conduct safe operational
activities in accordance with International Mine Action Standards (IMAS) and the National Mine Action
Authority (NMAA). Level of competency training meets and exceeds IMAS Level 3 Explosive Ordnance
Disposal (EOD), must hold IMAS EOD L3 Certification to attend this course. Website page:
https://www.pcm-erw.com/technical-training/search-c-ied-course/

Humanitarian IEDD Operator Course (HIEDD)
This advanced operator course is for those who are already experienced in HIEDC and a minimum of
IMAS level 3, Team Leader qualified or have previous military Improvised Explosive Device Disposal
(IEDD) experience, serving or retired, UN, NGO or government agencies involved in HMA. This sixweek course gives those wanting to step up to a higher level, the ability to enhance their skill set.
Primarily dealing with IEDs and booby traps; utilising remote-control vehicles, UAS and disruption
techniques, and work in cadre with HIEDC teams within a permissive HMA environment. Website
page: https://www.pcm-erw.com/technical-training/hiedd-course/

Ammunition & Physical Stockpile, Safety & Security Management
Course (PSSM)
To instruct students in the required knowledge, skills & attitude necessary to perform the duties &
tasks of an ammunition management operator, so that you can conduct safe operational activities in
accordance with the United Nations (UN) International Ammunition Technical Guidelines (IATG’s) &
International Mine Action Standards (IMAS) and the stipulations laid down by the individual National
Mine Action Authority (NMAA). Level of competency training meets IATG’s, must hold IMAS EOD L2
Certification to attend. Website page: https://www.pcm-erw.com/technical-training/ammunitionphysical-stockpile-safety-security-management-course/

Explosive Remnants of War (ERW)
Explosive Remnants of War (ERW) affect many countries Globally. By the very nature of armed conflict
conventional and non-conventional arms, ammunition of all kinds, specialist high-value weapons and
unexploded ordnance of many types contaminate and deny the use of land, be it rural, urban or
industrial. The ERW Risk Management Training courses we use a progressive holistic approach to
deliver a three-stage training package enabling those working in hazardous areas and ERW rich
environments to operate safely, which is key to protecting life, assets and futures. Clearly, the ERW
Risk Management training process and experience is essential to those who are working as Managers
or within Health & Safety in various Industries. Website page: https://www.pcm-erw.com/technicaltraining/explosive-remnants-of-war-erw-training-courses/
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Community Liaison Officer Course
Designed for those who are not currently MRE/CL certified or wish to add to their HMA skill set. Week
one focuses on MRE and CL capabilities and the skills required to deliver MRE effectively. Week two
will focus on training students to be ‘train the trainers. There are no pre-course requirements to
attend week one. However, week two is designed for those with MRE/CL experience wanting to gain
a Train the Trainer certification. The IMAS MRE/CL course is a fundamental requirement for those
wishing to work in ‘community’ or ‘project’ support roles within mine action programs. Website page:
https://www.pcm-erw.com/technical-training/community_liaison_officer_course/

Humanitarian Mine Action Team Medics Course
This course is designed a for Humanitarian Mine Action and EOD professionals with a special interest
in Emergency First Response and Medicine in Remote Areas specific to the injuries sustained in hostile
environments with delayed evacuation response.
Website page: https://www.pcmerw.com/technical-training/humanitarian-mine-action-team-medics-course/

UAS (Unmanned Aerial Systems) Pilots Course
This course is designed a for Humanitarian Mine Action and EOD professionals with varying degrees
of exposure to Remote Pilot Aircraft Systems (RPAS) or Drones and wish to learn the fundamentals to
become an RPAS operator to UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) standards. Website page:
https://www.pcm-erw.com/technical-training/uas-pilots-course/

For further details or any inquiries please don’t hesitate to contact us via one of the following;

Praedium Consulting Malta

MAT Kosovo

The Royal Lady, St Anthony street,
Ghajnsielem, Gozo,
GSM 9026, Malta.

Mine Action & Training Kosovo,
Str. Zhuj Selmani nr 93,
30,000 Peja, Republic of Kosovo.

Phone: +356 7935 8974
Email: info@pcm-erw.com
Skype: PCM ERW

Phone: +356 7935 8974
Email: info@pcm-erw.com
Skype: PCM ERW
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